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1. The Metaphor of Oneness 

WHERE THE MYSTIC WHO DqDN’T EXIST TAKES HIS PUPIL 

ON A NIGHTLY TRIP TO THE HEART OF THE UNIVERSE AT 

THE DISCOVERY OF THE SELF. 

There once was a sacred conversation that took place 

between a Mystic and a Pupil where a certain Wisdom was 

passed that dissolved the created into the Creation. The Mystic 

held queer views for he existed beyond space and time both. 

The Pupil’i epri and Mind were open wide, eager to collect the 

dew of Knowledge. The words that follow were spoken between 

a clear night sky and the sand of an island far at sea. 

‘Puj ouj jhe fire, mn chilq. The ijpri lpnj jo re ieen.’ 

The Pupil obeyed in precipitation, as if he knew 

something strange was about to happen. The Mystic pointed a 

dry reed stem at the sky. 

‘qin’j ij moij peculipr hol the agitated light from a fire 

here on the Earth prevents us from seeing the more subtle light 

of the Hepkeni?’ 

‘Moij peculipr, Mpijer’, he replied while pouring sea water 

on the embers. And so did the Pupil miss the first drop of dew 

imparted on that fated night. 
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When the smoke had cleared, the stars started speaking, 

first in whispers, then in songs, luring the two men ever closer. 

The Mystic broke the silence. 

‘Vhpj qo nou cpll p cluijer of ijpri?’ 

‘A conijellpjion.’ 

‘Anq p cluijer of conijellpjioni?’ 

‘A gplpmn.’ 

‘Anq p cluijer of gplpmiei?’ 

He hesitated a moment. ‘The Unikerie?’ 

‘Preciieln! When you gaze upwards your eyes see one 

thing, but your Mind wanders. It is your privilege to decide 

whether you stare at the constellation, the galaxy or the 

Universe in its entirety, whichever strikes your fancy. I motion 

that we study the latter, if nou loulq re io inclineq.’ 

‘q loulq loke jhpj.’ 

With his reed stem, the Mystic drew a line in the sand 

between the two of them. 

‘You pre iijjing on jhii ihore, pre nou noj?’ 

‘Yei, q pm.’ 

‘Anq coulq le ipn jhpj jhe ihore ii ijielf iijjing on jhe 

tprjh?’ 
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‘We certainly could.’ 

‘Then I suppose nou lon’j prgue lhen q ipn jhpj the Earth 

is itself floating in the ocean of stars that form the Universe. 

Therefore, your reason tells you that you are sitting on the 

Universe. The frenetic dance of the Heavenly Bodies spins the 

wheel of the primordial mechanism, dragging your helpless 

body along. Your expression reveals contemplative 

bewilderment. Does the sudden change of perspective confuse 

you?’ 

‘More jhpn confuieq, q’m humrleq. The thought alone 

gives me vertigo. If the Universe could see, it would value me 

ruj p grpin of ipnq.’ 

‘Oh ruj ij can see! That is the selfsame idea I was about to 

advance.’ 

‘rol coulq jhe Unikerie iee if ij hpi no enei?’ 

‘There is something you must have overlooked, for eyes, 

it has many. Let us follow your proposition. Let us assume the 

Universe has no eyes. What does the Universe have then? What 

is it constituted of? From the finest to the grossest, is the 

emptiness sprawling between the Heavenly Bodies a part of the 

Universe?’ 

‘qf empjineii cpn compoie pnnjhing q iuppoie ij ii p pprj 

of ij.’ 
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‘qi jhe incpnqeicenj fire of jhe ijpri p pprj of ij? Aren’j jhe 

stars what we think of when we contemplate the Universe? And 

what about the rocky planets and their satellites, are they a part 

of ij?’ 

‘Aiiureqln.’ 

‘qncluqing jhii plpnej! Then lhpj prouj jhe mounjpini 

pnq jhe rikeri?’ 

‘Then pre cerjpinln p pprj of ij.’ 

‘The plpnji pnq jhe forest, now these, our human Mind, in 

its illumined Wisdom, coniiqeri jhem iepprpjeln. Vhn ii jhpj?’ 

‘Because the grass, the bushes and the trees pre plike.’ 

‘tmpcjln! Then like pnq jhen qie pnq in jheir qecompoiing 

matter new plants are born. The cycle last for as long as there is 

water to satiate them and sun to feed them. So we agree that the 

plants are part of the whole. Then what about animals? The 

insects, the worms, the fishes, the birds, four-legged creatures 

and every animal we fashion as living beneath us, are they also 

ppprj of jhe Unikerie?’ 

‘With all due respect, I see the trap you are laying before 

me, my Master. Aren’j le pnimpl ourielkei? qin’j this where 

you are leading me?’ 

‘q empecjeq pi much from nou, mn boy. Where do you 

propoie le qrpl jhe line rejleen lhpj ii pnq lhpj iin’j p pprj 
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of the Universe? Where do you draw the line between what is a 

part of the whole and what sits on top of the whole, like you are 

sitting on the sand of this very shore?’  

With the tip of his reed stem, the Mystic tapped the line in 

the sand between them. 

‘Cpn nou eken p qrpl p line jhpj iin’j prrijrprn? How 

different are you from the primitive ape that you, almighty 

man, purport to uplift yourself above the gravitational vortex 

of Creation? If an analogy were to be drawn with the human 

body, the fingers are the hands and the hands are the body. 

Therefore the fingers are also the body. Conceptually 

separating them would be a fruitless endeavour. Likewise, you 

are a part of the whole. Your tendency to sever yourself from 

the prima materia is why you are lost. It is the reason why you 

feel powerless when confronted with the infinity of space and 

time. You feel estranged. But the Universe is you. You said it 

hpi no enei jo iee, lell, mn qepr chilq, qon’j nou iee? The 

Universe does have eyes: yours.’ 

The profound gaze of his Master hammered the message 

deep within the young man’i ioul. 

‘Anq if the Universe is you,’ he conjinueq, ‘then when you 

gaze at the stars, the Universe is looking at itself. We are, 

collectively, the all-seeing eyes of the World. I would be so 

audacious as to advance that we exist precisely so that the 
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Universe can witness itself, that God created men and women 

because He wanted to experience the concrete. The Universe is 

animated by a boundless curiosity to experiences itself in its 

entirety. In every corner of the ocean of stars is a Wave waiting 

to collapse. We are the consciousness of the Universe, its eyes 

and ears. Our experience is as much a gift from the Heavens to 

the mortal as it is a gift from the mortal to the Heavens. Every 

moment is a present.’ 

The young man stared deep into the overhanging abyss 

crushing him in its immensity. He could feel the Void staring 

back, but he withstood it, for the new-found Knowledge gave 

him the courage. 

‘Are nou coming?’ asked his Master who was already well 

on his way. The Pupil jumped on his feet and, with the sole of 

his leather sandal, erased the line in the sand. The shore and the 

Heavens came together to fill the emptiness that the two 

companions had left behind. 
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2. The Observatory of Panoptes. 

WHERE THE MYSTIC WHO DqDN’T EXIST MAKES 

EVERYTHING LIKE UNTO HIMSELF. 

A nightly cool air carried the smell of myrrh from the 

other side of the dimly lit observatory. The Master ignited a 

pair of candles while softly singing of this deep growling voice 

that sounded like it originated from the depth of the cosmos. 

With a gentle gesture he invited his Pupil to take a seat beside 

him. 

The young man sat on his heels next to his Master. On a 

low table was the most fascinating object he had ever seen. He 

had always been captivated by the complex arrangement of 

copper rings and orbs hanging in perfect equilibrium. When his 

Master permitted him to touch the device, he would push one 

part and watch the whole come to life in a preordained effort to 

keep itself balanced. The Astrolabe sphere was sitting near the 

window beyond which sprawled the stars it imitated. The 

Mystic noticed his fascination. 

‘The Aijrolpre ii onln p jepching jool. Need I remind you? 

You be iure nou qon’j forgej. The Aijrolpre iphere iin’j jhe 

stars. It is merely an image of jhe ijpri.’ 

‘q hnol. Yet it ii iuch p repujiful conjrppjion.’ 

‘Anq io ii jhe Unikerie.’ 
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In a moment suspended in time, the Mystic retreated in 

silence. The young apprentice waited patiently. It came to his 

attention that his own silence must have been deaf compared to 

the silence in hii Mpijer’i Minq. The liie mpn’i injroipecjion 

was as humbling as the immensity of the Universe. What he 

loulqn’j gike jo hepr jhpj iilence. 

‘Nol mighj re jhe pppropripje jime jo rring p cerjpin 

wisdom to you attention, my child. You may be ready to hear 

ij.’ 

The rush of excitement pushed the Pupil to adjust his 

position on his heels, as if being well seated would somehow 

prepare him better for the Knowledge he was about to receive. 

Curiosity took the best of him. 

‘q cpn’j jell if q’m repqn, ruj q rurn jo hnol.’ 

‘Vern lell jhen, mn fiern friend, hear this. Earlier I 

mentioned the Astrolabe sphere was only an image of the stars. 

Has it come to your attention that the Astrolabe is also an image 

in pnq of ijielf?’ 

‘qn lhpj lpn?’ the Pupil asked, puzzled. 

‘qj ii p ierpenjine ppjh jo mn mepning, io ijpn plerj.’ 

He paused and gathered his thoughts. 

‘The Mind is the centre of our Knowledge. It is where 

everything we experience is processed. But what is experience 
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itself if not the product of our senses? And of our thoughts of 

courie.’ 

‘Thpj mn emperience ii jhe proqucj of my senses, I can 

visualize, but what about thoughts. Would you show me an 

empmple?’ 

‘Memoriei pre pn pcjike pprj of emperience. Somejhing 

you see might unlock memories that were previously lost to 

you and those might colour the experience in a specific way. 

Another example would be deduction. A smell of food might 

inform you that your host is about to have dinner and you 

mighj lpnj jo polijeln emcuie nourielf. Voulqn’j nou pgree jhpj 

in both those cases your experience was the product of senses 

and thoughts?’ 

‘q unqerijpnq nour mepning nol.’ 

‘qf nour emperience regeji Knowledge, then what you 

know of me comes to you from your senses. You have looked at 

me, you have heard me speak to you and, with every 

conversation you and I had, you constructed a mental image of 

who I am. It goes without saying that the image of me in your 

Minq iin’j the person I am, no more than the Astrolabe is the 

stars. The Knowledge acquired by seeing the World around you 

constitutes what we call Reality. In other words, Reality is only 

in your Minq.’ 
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Silence is the school of the wise, so the Master remained 

quiet. And only when the seed of Knowledge he had planted 

sprouted did he continue. 

‘Do nou iee jhpj plpnj rn jhe linqol?’ 

The young man recognized white sage, carefully pruned 

and cleaned. 

‘When you look at the plant, what you truly see is an 

image of the plant, in our Mind. You have no way of knowing 

the plant other than through what your senses reveal. The 

actual plant, the object that causes the vision when you look at 

it, cannot be known. This is a deep Wisdom, mn chilq. Don’j 

overlook it. For it is true for every plant you have ever laid your 

eyes upon and it is true for every single object you have ever 

lpiq nour enei upon, pj pnn jime, pj pnn plpce.’ 

Lifting his palms, the Mystic invited the Pupil to look 

around. The young man complied like under a spell. 

‘sooh pj jhe room prounq nou; orierke jhe orierkpjorn. 

See it not as walls, table and bookshelves, but as an image 

devoid of concepts. It might take a while, but persevere for the 

Wisdom therein brings the Equanimity of a new-born. Keep 

jrning.’ 

He knew without a doubt that his Pupil was gazing at the 

naked truth for a profound peace blurred his expression even 

as a mist. 
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‘Nol jhpj nou recognioe ij, now that you can successfully 

contemplate the Universe unfiltered by the concepts of the 

Mind, what happens if you look at your own body?’ 

In trance, the Pupil looked at his hands. 

‘q feel strange, my Master. This Reality you are showing 

me is both foreign pnq eeriln fpmilipr.’ 

‘You hpke ieen ij refore, rpch lhen jhere lpi no concepj 

you could apply to your experience, back when you lived every 

momenj pi p preienj, rpch lhen nou lere p rprn.’ 

‘Do q eken hpke p roqn?’ 

‘Thpj, nou cpnnoj hnol. Vhpj nou do know is that you 

have an image of a body in your Mind. As far as you know, my 

ron, nou qon’j hpke p Mind in a body; you have a body in a 

Mind. In your essence, you are a Witness. Your entire existence 

is a string of images in your Mind. And the source of those 

images lay ever out or reach, for it is a Wisdom that cannot be 

known. Some fragments of truth can be inferred from the 

aspects of Reality. Space, time and self are filters that aim at 

simplifying the Universe as perceived by the senses. Your brain 

oversimplifies the Universe into an easily manageable mental 

representation that favours your survival with minimal effort. 

You filter space in three dimensions to protect yourself from 

the threats in the physical world. You filter Reality by time 

because perceiving every moment at once would be too 
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overwhelming a task for your Mind and even if you could, it 

would only be a distraction. Finally, you filter by way of the self 

so that the Universe may witness itself through many eyes. The 

many keili cpn onln mepn one jhing.’ 

‘Vhpj is that?’ 

‘That there is no Absolute Truth that an individual can 

know. I see the fire of curiosity inside you. It is good. It is the 

curiosity of the whole Universe. Attend to it with the utmost 

care. But always remember that curiosity can never be fulfilled. 

Mysteries are not meant to be unveiled; they are meant to 

wonder. And therein lies the Secret of Secrets.’ 


